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In an April 2, 2013, article for Investor Insight, Gary
Hulbert cites data from the Investment Company Institute
showing mutual funds had huge redemptions in 2008 and
2009, which is understandable, given the losses investors were
incurring. However…

For Retail Investors, is History
Repeating Itself (Again)?
Buy-and-hold and market timing are two investment
approaches that seem to be polar opposites in terms of
philosophy and execution. Yet proponents of both strategies
can make historical arguments for their validity by pointing to
the positive results of investment professionals. Unfortunately,
it appears the majority of non-professional individual
investors, often referred to as “retail customers,” don’t seem to
be able to use either approach effectively. They don’t hold
what they buy, and they mis-time their transactions.
As a result, retail investors have a tendency to sell low and
buy high, an approach that almost always diminishes gains,
and frequently delivers losses. Studies tracking investor
behavior consistently find that returns for the majority of retail
investors are significantly lower than market indexes, and the
same holds true when their returns are compared to funds that
use either buy-and-hold or market timing strategies.
There are obvious explanations for retail investors’ not
achieving better results. Some people don’t have the belief or
emotional makeup to handle the repeated fluctuations that
come with a buy-and-hold approach. Others may not have the
time, expertise or discipline to successfully execute timing
strategies. But the biggest challenge for most retail customers
may be the inability to acknowledge their incompetence as
investors; they keep making the same mistakes.
Since bottoming out in March 2009, equity markets have
experienced the “most uncelebrated bull market in history,”
according to research director Tony Ferriera in a September
2012 Reuters article. How much of a bull market? Through
April 1, 2013, Louis Basenese of the Wall Street Daily
reported the S & P 500 index had gained over 130 percent in
the past four years. Sounds like a good period to have been
invested, right? Unfortunately, many retail investors were
leaving the market instead of getting in.
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“This pattern of outflows continued in 2010 and
even beyond. In fact, ICI reports that there were net
outflows from domestic equity mutual funds in 21 of
24 months in 2011 and 2012. Net inflows to equity
mutual funds didn’t turn positive until January of this
year. These data prove that millions of investors
missed all or most of the bull market in stocks that
began in early 2009. Likewise, many are only getting
back onboard now with the Dow and S&P 500 at alltime record highs… Selling low and buying high.”
A March 30, 2013, Wall Street Journal article titled “Mom
and Pop Run With the Bulls,” personalized this self-defeating
individual investor behavior with the example of a Houston
couple, both doctors, who felt “sucker punched” by the losses
they sustained in 2008 and 2009. They swore off stocks,
putting
their
savings in a bank.
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deliver substantial returns, and result in significant upgrades in
one’s financial well-being. But like many other big financial
decisions (starting a business, buying a home, beginning a life
insurance program), buy-and-hold and market timing
approaches to investing require discipline and a willingness to
stay the course long enough to see results. Many individual
investors sabotage their chances with impulsive decisions
based on immediate distractions.
If you have been an individual investor in the stock
market, now might be an opportune time to assess your past
performance. (Remember, we are in the midst of an
“uncelebrated bull market,” so the current numbers should
look good, right?) Ask yourself some simple questions, and be
honest with the answers:
- Do you have a defined investment strategy? Do you
stick to it?
- Have you bought high and sold low in the past?
- Has your investment performance come close to
matching that of indexes or comparable funds?
- Based on past experience, what needs to change to
improve your results?
- Should you consider getting more input from expert
sources?
In the Wall Street Journal story referenced above, the
Houston couple said this time they were hiring a financial
adviser to help them with their investment plans. This decision
may be beneficial, because while it is possible to make
individual investing a do-it-yourself project, an informed third
party can be a voice of reason that keeps you from repeating
past mistakes.
One definition of insanity is doing the same thing and
expecting a different result. Keep your sanity – and your
money – by changing your investor behavior.

Where there is Smoke…there is
tobacco?
(Or is it a cap on retirement account
accumulations?)
Here’s the headline from a Saturday, April 6, 2013, Wall
Street Journal article:

Smokers Burned In Revenue Hunt
And the opening paragraph:
The White House, hunting for new ways to raise
tax revenue without again increasing income-tax rates,
said it would seek significant new tobacco levies and
limits on large retirement-savings accounts.
Wait a minute…new tobacco levies and…limits on
retirement-savings accounts? How did these two items find
space in the same article? And how did tobacco get top
billing?
The reason for tobacco hogging the headlines: the potential
revenue. The Congressional Budget Office calculated that a
proposed increase in the per-pack federal excise tax on
cigarettes would generate about $41 billion over the next
decade, while capping retirement savings account values at
approximately $3 million per individual was projected to add
just $9 billion.
However, as the week went on, the proposed retirementaccount limit stepped into the spotlight. By the following
Friday, the WSJ featured an editorial titled “Now He’s After
Your 401(k),” and followed up on Saturday with a feature
article in the Weekend Investor section titled “Will the
Government Shrink Your IRA?” Other news outlets also
jumped on the proposal, and a bunch of think tanks, trade
associations and experts weighed in with their opinions. So
what’s the story here?
The proposal:
The White House wants to limit a saver’s balance across
all retirement accounts to the amount needed by a 62-year-old
to buy an annuity generating an annual payment of $205,000.
This calculation coincides with the maximum annual payment
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a retiree can receive from traditional employee pension plans.
Once an account holder’s balance exceeds this threshold,
further contributions would be prohibited unless the total
account value fell below the cap or the cap was increased.
If this provision were implemented today, the cap would
be about $3.4 million. However, this number would vary from
year to year, depending on the maximum pension payment and
the cost of an equivalent annuity. Because annuity payments
have a strong correlation to interest rates, an increase in
interest rates could lower the threshold, even if the pension
number was unchanged.
The rationale:
Tax-deferrals for deposits and accumulations in retirement
plans are exemptions granted by government to encourage
retirement saving. Since the balances in qualified retirement
accounts have been built with pre-tax deposits, they are seen
as earned income that will eventually be subject to tax. As
grantor of the tax deferral and “owner” of a portion of the
balance, the government reserves the right to change the terms
of the agreement.
An explanation accompanying the proposal states the cap
on tax-deferred retirement savings is designed to stop
“wealthy individuals” from accumulating “many millions of
dollars in these accounts, more than is needed to fund
reasonable levels of retirement saving.”
The likelihood of the proposal being enacted:
Restructuring the terms for qualified retirement plans is
not new, and when the government needs money, retirement
accounts are a ready target. Besides being earnings not yet
taxed, retirement accounts are held by institutional custodians,
which makes them easy to identify, and easy to access (there’s
no need to ask the retirement account holder to send a check).
In the mid-1990s, the Clinton administration put forth the idea
of a one-time 15% tax on all qualified retirement plans to help
balance the budget. The logic: Most retirees were going to pay
at least that much when they begin taking distributions, so
why not tap the source now instead of waiting until
retirement? Like several other proposed changes, the idea
never received serious consideration from legislators. But
several retirement plan experts think this proposal should be
taken seriously, given the fiscal challenges facing the
government.
The possible fallout:
Initial response from the retirement planning industry has
been decidedly negative.
- The April 13, 2013, WSJ feature article stated some
“financial advisers already are starting to warn clients
they might need to rethink their savings and estateplanning strategies.”
- A Bloomberg News item speculated on the increased
use of annuities and life insurance as alternative taxfavored saving vehicles.
- The American Society of Pension Professionals and
Actuaries expressed concern that rank-and-file
workers, whose account balances typically fall under
the proposed cap, would see their plans terminated
because business owners and other successful
investors would see little benefit in maintaining a plan
to which they could not contribute.
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-

Ronald O’Hanley, a president of asset management
for a large retirement account custodian said the

-

proposal “simply doesn’t raise revenue. It just shifts it
from the future to the present.”

The takeway:
Retirement is a long-term financial project. Given the time
frame, and the fact that tax privileges granted by government
can be revoked or modified, changes to the terms of qualified
retirement plan participation are inevitable. Thus, while some
financial pundits may still recommend “maxing” 401(k) and
IRA contributions, putting all your retirement eggs in a
qualified plan basket might not be the most prudent strategy.
For serious retirement savers, other tax-favored
accumulation vehicles may deserve careful consideration.

How Hard (or Easy) Is It To Accumulate
$3 Million?
Under recently proposed guidelines for prohibiting further
contributions, the threshold for retirement account balances
would be approximately $3 million. Using current
assumptions, the White House estimated this limit would
impact only 1% of U.S. retirement account holders. However,
an analysis by the Employee Benefits Research Institute
released April 15, 2013, challenged that assumption, stating up
to 5% of workers under age 35 could eventually find their
contributions capped before retirement. “I think a lot of
people, when they first hear $3 million, assume it’s not going
to affect many individuals,” said Jack VanDerhei, research
director at EBRI in an NBCnews.com article by Martha
White.
This disagreement about the potential impact prompts the
question: How hard is it to accumulate $3 million in a
qualified retirement account? The answer depends on the
assumptions one uses for the calculation. The projected annual
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contribution, length of the saving period, and rate of return all
play a significant role. For example:
An individual who saves $5,000 a year for 50 years and at
an annual rate of return of 5% would accumulate just over $1
million, far short of the $3 million threshold. If the same
individual was able to save the current maximum annual
amount of $17,500, the accumulation would exceed the limit
in the 45th year. Which projection is more realistic? That’s
hard to say. The following matrix shows the different ways $3
million can be accumulated using these three variables.
YEARS OF
SAVING

50
40
30
25

ANNUAL
DEPOSIT

ANNUAL RATE
OF RETURN

$14,250
$11,000
$11,500
$17,500

5%
8%
12%
13%

ACCOUNT
BALANCE

$3,132,369
$3,077,591
$3,108,364
$3,077,050

The projections highlight a couple of interesting points:
Accumulating a large balance is greatly influenced by time
and the average annual rate of return. An increase in rate of
return from 5% to 8% takes a decade off and lowers the
annual deposit by 22 percent. However, when the time period
is shortened, it requires a substantially larger annual deposit to
achieve the target accumulation – even at a higher rate of
return. At 25 years, there just isn’t enough time for
compounding to work its accumulation magic.
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Writing Your Own Retirement
Permission Slip
As interest rates have dropped to historic lows and stayed
there, some retirement planning benchmarks have lost their
relevance. In this environment, many retirees find Certificates
of Deposit don’t provide enough income, even if they are safe.
And retirees who planned to “spend down” their assets using
the “4 percent rule” are starting to worry about running out of
money.
The 4 percent rule is an assumption that retirees can safely
draw down 4% of their retirement accumulation, plus a little
more, each year to account for inflation. According to the 4
percent rule, first devised by William Bengen, a California
financial planner, this format offers a reasonable expectation
that retirees will not exhaust their funds for at least three
decades, even if the actual returns from their retirement
portfolio fluctuate over time.
Several factors have upended the 4 percent rule. Low yields on
the portion of the portfolio required to provide ongoing
income have either meant more assets committed to income
instruments, or required liquidation of principal.
Either action leaves less for long-term investments that
offer the promise of returns great enough to sustain a lifetime
of distributions.
Closely connected to the issue of fewer funds available for
long-term investment are the losses that many recent retirees
sustained in the early years of their retirement. During
accumulation, the sequence of gains or losses doesn’t impact
the final accumulation; any order of identical gains and losses
will produce the same result. But when one is withdrawing
funds, losses sustained early in the sequence can decimate a
portfolio’s ability to provide a lifetime income.
For those whose retirement plans are grounded in the 4
percent rule, the only fixes are working longer to increase the
principal or planning to receive less income. These aren’t
exactly win-win choices. But they do illustrate the potential
shortcomings of trying to accomplish a secure retirement
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using just one format (a retirement plan). Many times,
coordinating several diverse assets can deliver better
retirement results. A prime example of this coordinating
concept is making permanent life insurance part of one’s
retirement plan.
In the 4 percent approach, the untouched principal serves
as insurance for future income distributions. This creates an
ongoing tension between enjoying today’s benefits and
worrying about whether today’s enjoyment jeopardizes future
solvency.
By contrast, having a true life insurance benefit in place
allows for greater financial certainty. This certainty means
retirees have the ability to use retirement assets in ways that
would not be possible if the insurance did not exist.
By providing a known amount of money for a certain event
(death), the life insurance policy can deliver income tax free
funds for inheritance, which means other accumulation
accounts do not have to be conserved for this purpose. In the
event of terminal or chronic illness, the cash value and a
percentage of the death benefit may be accessed with a long
term care rider. Again, this frees up more funds for income.
These strategies involving life insurance as a “last asset”
make it possible to “spend down” other assets during one’s
lifetime, thus maximizing their present financial value.
Because of the unique benefits of permanent life insurance
in a comprehensive retirement and estate plan, financial
professionals often refer to it as a
“permission slip” because the life
insurance allows for confident
consumption of accumulated assets.
The permission slip benefits of
permanent life insurance are so
expansive it is not uncommon for

insurance in retirement” is a common refrain. But waiting
until just before retirement to obtain a permission slip has
some hazards. Health and insurability are major concerns.
Annual premiums will be significantly higher. A prudent
approach is to establish a life insurance plan today that can be
structured to meet tomorrow’s circumstances as well. If you
want to fully enjoy the rewards of saving, make sure to
include a permission slip for spending.
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many individuals to obtain coverage in their 60s and 70s as
they begin retirement. “I never thought I would be buying life
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